In this paper all rings R are assumed to possess a unit element 1, and all .R-modules are left unitary modules.
Before proceeding, we review from [3] the definition and properties of a torsion theory for jβ-modules: A torsion theory (^] J?~) consists of a pair of classes of iϋ-modules satisfying the following axioms:
(1) jT~n^ = 0. 
Since φ\I k is (FH), there exists / making (B) commute. Since both φ and /|1 extend φ\I k , then I k eker (φ -f\ I). Hence φ-f\I induces a homomorphism 0 :///*-*0 Σ«eτr ^* Since I/I k e^~ and ΘΣ«s,^e^, then 0 -0 and φ =f\I.
Given a hereditary torsion theory (^~, ^"), we call a left ideal of R an ^"-ideal if it is the order ideal of a generator of a torsionfree cyclic iϋ-module, i.e., L is a .J^-ideal if and only if Le{K\R/ Ke _^Π if and only if xeR -L implies (L : x) g F(^~). Given a set of ,^-ideals we can determine the filter i Γ '( t^) to be {/// is a left ideal of R; IQJ and J is ^"-ideal ==> J = JB}. Conversely, given F(^~) we can determine the ,^-ideals to be
R\J{I\(I:r)$F(^-) YreR} .
Note that j^~ is closed under homomorphic images if and only if the following property holds: I is an ^^-ideal and IQK implies K is an jP-ideal.
We now come to our main theorem: THEOREM REMARK. In case ^ = {0}, then every left ideal of R is an -ideal. Hence as a special case of Theorem 1.2 we get the following for JT-= {0}:
(1) <=> (2) <=> (3) is [5] Since ΘΣ^F^^^, then 0 \J7~(T) = 0, so we can extend to I + S~(R) by defining the extension map to be 0 on ^~(R). Furthermore, any extension of φ to R, say /:iZ-*©Σ«eτr 1^, has the property that /1 ^(R) = 0. Thus we may assume ^'(R) £ /.
If I\^~(R) is finitely generated, then 0 is (ίΉ") and hence we can extend φ as desired. If 1\^~(R) is not finitely generated, then choose Xi e I(ί = 1, 2, 3,
, #* | . If / = J u then we are done by (5) Since I/J β^ is finitely generated, it follows that φ | Jis (FH) y and hence we can extend ^ as desired.
Case 2. I/Jβ-ί is not finitely generated. Choose
, ^* I . By (5), the induction hypothesis, and Lemma 1.1, it follows that φ \ J β is (FH).
If β is a limit ordinal, then let J β = Σros Λ Suppose ζ51 J β is not (FH). Then there exists a sequence {γj such that
If Uΐ°-i Λi c ^ (properly), then there exists σ<β such that UΓ=i Jji ~ Jσ* Hence φ | J σ is not (FH), a contradiction to our induction hypothesis. Hence JJΓ=i«/?-= Jβ. So using (5) and Lemma 1.1, it follows that φ I J β is (jPif), a contradiction to our assumption. Thus φ\J β is (i^iϊ) as desired.
By induction it follows that φ \ 1 is (FH), and hence ^ can be extended as desired.
(1)=^ (6): Any torsionfree injective iZ-module M has the following property whenever (1) 
where F is a finite subset of I such that /5eF implies that β < 7. Then a = 0, and hence Σ.^r^C^) is direct. By (1), ®Σ kί JΪ(^) must be an injective submodule of N, and hence E(Rx γ ) can be constructed in the complementary summand of φ Σj5<r E(Rx β ) as before.
By transfinite induction it follows that AT = φ Σr</s E(Rx γ ) for some ordinal /S. Then by (1) N is injective and hence a summand of Λf.
Using property (C), the proof of (1) => (6) is an easy modification of [8] Theorem 1. (7): By (8), each injective module in ^ is a direct sum of injective envelopes of homomorphic images of modules where I a is an ,^-ideal and \w\=d.
Since there is only a set of .^"-ideals, then there is only a set of modules of the form (*). Since each module of the form (*) has only a set of submodules, then there is only a set of nonisomorphic homomorphic images of modules of the form (*). Let {K β \ β e ^} denote this set of isomorphism classes of homomorphic images. Then each E(K β ) is generated by c -Σ/3e^ I E(K β ) | elements. So from the exact sequence
it follows that I a /J a __ 1 + Ko.^". Set J α = J α-1 + if. Since J a is finitely generated as a left ideal, we have the desired I a and J a .
Case 2. I// a _! is finitely generated, say by {y t + I a^ | i = 1, 2, 3, • , N}. Set I a = I and J α = J^ + (#!, τ/ 2 , , y N \ . Then J α has the properties: J α is finitely generated and I a /J a e^~.
Suppose a is a limit ordinal. Then let I a = Σr<« Λ-Define iξ. by jBΓ r // 7 = ^r(R/I r ).
Then {iΓ r } is a set of J^~ideals. Let 7i be the first ordinal ^ a (if it exists) such that I ϊι^Kι .
Let τ 2 be the first limit ordinal ^ a such that I Ϊ2^K -fl .
Proceeding inductively we obtain a chain K x c if 7l c iζ, 2 c
. By Theorem 1.2 (3) i2 has ace on .^"-ideals, and hence the chain must stop, say at K β (β = τ m for some m.) It follows that I a^Kβ ;
and hence I a /I β ej7~, since ^ĉ losed under submodules. By induction hypothesis there exists J β such that J β is finitely generated and I β /J β e J^" Thus the exact sequence To see that the converse of Theorem 1.5 does not hold, we give the following example: Let J be a non-Noetherian ring and R = K + I (ring direct sum). As in [6] we can construct (J^, J^) via ^~ -{M\IM= 0} where / = C[ L ZF^) L. Then F(^~) has a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals (we can always use / which is generated by the unit element of I), but the direct sum of torsionf ree injectives will not always be injective.
For the case that ^" is also TTF class studied in [6] (i.e., î s closed under homomorphic images) we obtain: PROPOSITION 1.6. Let (^, j^) be a hereditary torsion theory such that ^~ is closed under homomorphic images. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Any direct sum of torsionfree injectives is injective.
( 2) R/JT(R) is a left Noetherian ring.
In the case that a hereditary torsion theory has ^7~ closed under injective envelopes and j^~ closed under homomorphic images, rings for which any direct sum of torsionfree injectives is injective take a particulary nice form. This will be a consequence of Proposition 1.6 and the following proposition which is of interest in its own right: PROPOSITION 2. Torsionfree covers* In this section all torsion theories considered will be hereditary.
To generalize the notion of torsionfree covers of [4] , we need a definition of "purity" for i?-modules such that pure submodules have the following property: If Fe^~, then N is a pure submodule of F if and only if F/Ne^.
So select any definition of purity for which this property holds. Such definitions exist in the literature; for example, see [7] (3) If F(J?~) has a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals, then the union of a chain of pure submodules of F is pure in F.
Proof.
(1) By definition of pure. ( 2 ) Apply (1). (3) By (1) Since F{J7~) has a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals, then there exists J gΞ /such that J e F{J7~) and J is finitely generated. But then Jx^=\J aBW F a and J finitely generated implies there exists βeW such that JxSF β , contradicting the purity of F β in F.
We now define a torsion free covering of an ϋJ-module M as an lϋ-module T(M) e ^ together with an epimorphism ψ : Using the fact that J7~ closed under submodules implies ^ is closed under injective envelopes, we have the following lemma by the same methods of proof used by Enochs [4] Proof. Using the results developed in this section, the existence part of the proof proceeds as in [4] (ii) Hypothesis (2) of Theorem 2.4 is satisfied for every hereditary torsion theory of modules over a left Noetherian ring. Thus, for R left Noetherian, Theorem 2.4 holds for the J5 r (i2)-torsion theory, i.e., the smallest torsion theory for which E(R) is torsionfree (see [6] ). Also for left Noetherian rings with zero socle, Theorem 2.4 holds for the simple torsion theory of Dickson, i.e., the smallest torsion theory for which all simple modules are torsion (see [3] ).
(iii) In order to insure that ψ is epic in Theorem 2.4, it is necessary to impose a hypothesis such as (1) . For if R has left dcc y then the simple torsion theory [3] satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 except (1), but 0 is the only module which as a torsionfree covering. Also the Goldie torsion theory, (^, ^~), i.e., the torsion theory whose torsion class is generated by all factor modules B/A with B an essential extension of A (see [1] ), for modules over a ring R = &(R) + S (ring direct sum) where S is semisimple with minimum condition satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 except (1), but the class of j?-modules possessing a torsionfree cover coincides with ^.
(iv) For another generalization of Enoch's work using Utumi's rings of quotients, see [2] .
3* Goldie torsionfree injectives* The Goldie torsion theory, (^, J^) is the torsion theory whose torsion class 3f is generated by all factor iϋ-modules B/A with B an essential extension of A (see [1] ). The torsion class & is closed under submodules and injective envelopes, and hence JF~ is also closed under injective envelopes. In Proof. (1) These properties are easily verified using the results of [1] .
(2) By (1), Sf is a torsion class if and only if ^ is closed under (arbitrary) direct sums. Suppose the direct sum of ^-torsionfree injectives is injective, and let {A a } aew be a set of elements of £f. Then 
